
October – November 2018

North Marr Policing Priority - Antisocial Behaviour, Violence and Disorder, Drugs

The local policing team have been active in patrols to stop anti-social driving and we 
have seen a decrease in calls.  We are working with the council through our Anti-Social 
Behaviour team colleagues and looking at ways to preclude the use of Marketmuir 
Carpark to ‘young racers’ and the costs of work are being evaluated by Aberdeenshire 
Council.

2 Youths charged with firework offences at Marketmuir since that night no further 
offences police made aware of.

A number of youths have been charged regarding passion of drugs and reported to 
YJMU due to ages and there is Social Work educational interaction with them.

North Marr Policing Priority - Acquisitive Crime

There have been a number of thefts of pedal cycles however a male has been charged 
regarding these crimes.

We continue to see electronic fraud and scam crimes being reported and would again 
draw attention to your online security.  If in doubt put the telephone down and contact the 
bank by another means.

Your bank will not ask you to transfer money, or request your passwords or access your 
account remotely over the telephone unless you have contacted them in the first 
instance.  Do not provide anyone who contacts you with passwords for your computer 
and / or allow them remote access.  Do not give your account card PIN number to 
anyone.

If the call sounds bogus then it probably is.

We have also had a number of frauds and scam involving ‘dating’ sites.  Please consider 
these to be as dangerous financially as banking style scams stick to our above advise 
and more importantly – if it sounds too good to be true it clearly isn’t true. 

North Marr Policing Priority - Road Safety and Road Crime

Again Roads policing have been active in stopping and reporting offences.

LUMSDEN Speed sign – we have been made aware that the speed sign near Lumsden 
primary is not working we have suggested that this may be due to over-hanging trees as 
opposed to an electronic fault and clearly cheaper to rectify if it is the tree branches.

North Marr Policing Priority - Wildlife Crime

We have received a number of Hare Coursing calls again in the Wells of Ythan and 



Monymusk areas.

We would ask the public to be vigilant and if such activity is seen call police.  Do not 
engage with the perpetrators but if you can describe vehicles (colour make model 
registration number), clothing worn, number and colours of dogs and what the animals 
were doing without placing yourselves in danger all the detail helps build up and 
intelligence picture which with this type of crime certainly leads to prosecutions

Other Matters

You will be aware that on at least one occasion all snow gates in the Local command 
area Glenshee, Lecht and Cairn o Mount were all closed on the same night due to 
adverse weather.  Aberdeenshire Council are in the process up updating the snow gates 
signage and our protocols will be changed in line.

If you are going to travel please review the Transport for Scotland website which will 
provide details of forecast weather conditions current road conditions on higher ground.

With regard to winter driving Police Scotland website does have various checklists of 
useful tips but if the weather does turn and become very artic like with snow and ice ask 
yourself the following:-

1) Do I need to make the journey
2) Do I have a shovel in case 
3) Have I warm clothing / blanket
4) A charged mobile telephone

Whilst driving greatly increase the gap to the vehicle in front remember you still have to 
be able to stop in the distance you see to be clear and on ice stopping distances can be 
in excess of 6 x greater than normal and three times more than in wet weather.  


